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Abstract
The Standard Model of particle physics is governed by Poincare´ symmetry, while all other
symmetries, exact or approximate, are essentially dictated by theoretical consistency with the
particle spectrum. On the other hand, many models of dark matter exist that rely upon the
addition of new added global symmetries in order to stabilize the dark matter particle and/or
achieve the correct abundance. In this work we begin a systematic exploration into truly natural
models of dark matter, organized by only relativity and quantum mechanics, without the appeal
to any additional global symmetries, no fine-tuning, and no small parameters. We begin by
reviewing how singlet dark sectors based on spin 0 or spin 12 should readily decay, while pure
strongly coupled spin 1 models have an overabundance problem. This inevitably leads us to
construct chiral models with spin 12 particles charged under confining spin 1 particles. This leads
to stable dark matter candidates that are analogs of baryons, with a confinement scale that can
be naturally O(100)TeV. This leads to the right freeze-out abundance by annihilating into
massless unconfined dark fermions. The minimal model involves a dark copy of SU(3)× SU(2)
with 1 generation of chiral dark quarks and leptons. The presence of massless dark leptons
can potentially give rise to a somewhat large value of ∆Neff during BBN. In order to not upset
BBN one may either appeal to a large number of heavy degrees of freedom beyond the Standard
Model, or to assume the dark sector has a lower reheat temperature than the visible sector,
which is also natural in this framework. This reasoning provides a robust set of dark matter
models that are entirely natural. Some are concrete realizations of the nightmare scenario in
which dark matter may be very difficult to detect, which may impact future search techniques.
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1 Introduction
Modern physics has achieved a very succinct description of every physical process we have yet
encountered, consisting of the Standard Model, dark matter, dark energy, and an extended neutrino
sector; along with the ideas of baryogenesis and inflation. However, it is difficult to understand how
this could be the entire description. In particular, there are several features present in the Standard
Model + ΛCDM that strike one as somewhat puzzling, or somehow nongeneric: why is the weak
scale so small compared to the Planck scale? Why is the vacuum energy so small? Why are there
three generations? Why are there so many accidental symmetries? Why do the parameter values
suggest that the Higgs is marginally stable?
Arguably the most “natural” scenario is a theory in which all physical scales are comparable,
say, the Planck scale, and all dimensionless couplings are O(1). The observed smallness of the
weak scale and the vacuum energy appears as a major challenge to this point of view. However,
it is at least plausible that these scales happen to be small, or “fine-tuned”, due to environmental
selection effects; the idea that these scales need to be so small for life to exist (increasing the weak
scale can ruin the stability of nuclei [1] and increasing the vacuum energy can ruin the formation
of galaxies [2]). On the other hand, such environmental selection effects may not be efficient in the
dark sector, since we are evidently not built out of the dark sector’s degrees of freedom.
However, a dark sector (or “hidden sector”) may provide the dark matter of our universe, which
will be the focus of this paper (e.g., see Refs. [3–15]). So could it be that the parameters of the
dark sector also conspire to be fine-tuned simply for life to exist; namely that the gravitational
interaction between the dark and visible sectors (or other possible weak interactions) are not too
large or small as to make it difficult for galaxies, stars, etc to form? We take the point of view
that this might be possible, although the argument is somewhat less potent compared to varying
parameters in the Standard Model which obviously have a dramatic effect on life. While some
authors have argued that a moderate increase in dark matter can be harmful to life [16–18], others
have argued that we can readily tolerate a few orders of magnitude increase in the dark matter
abundance before dramatic environmental problems occur [19].
So the following scenario is at least plausible and will be pursued here: The parameters of
nature are highly natural on average, perhaps in some landscape framework [20–22]. In the visible
sector, parameters may appear fine-tuned, but this is due to selection effects or some other dynam-
ical reason, while in the dark sector the parameters really are highly natural (and environmental
selection effects are only relevant in extreme corners of parameter space). This leads to the model
building exercise of constructing entirely natural models of dark matter that achieve the correct
relic abundance and fit with observations. We will in fact build models where the relic abundance
varies with the fundamental couplings on a logarithmic scale due to the renormalization group flow
of couplings, and hence only requiring O(1) inputs. If the parameters of nature are unique, this
seems much more palatable with ideas on unification. Moreover, in a landscape scenario, this would
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be exponentially preferred over any other models where the parameters need to be fine-tuned.
In the literature, often the idea associated with “natural” models involves the concept of “tech-
nical naturalness”, in which it is said to be technically natural for a parameter to be small if the
theory acquires a symmetry in the limit in which the parameter is taken to zero [23]. This is asso-
ciated with parameters being stable against large radiative corrections. While this is an interesting
model building idea, there is little evidence that this is any kind of principle in nature; modern
physics is built only on Poincare´ symmetry and the rules of quantum mechanics. The only other
symmetries observed are those that are dictated by these underlying principles. For example, CPT
invariance is a property of any local Lorentz invariant theory. Furthermore, the Standard Model
gauge group SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) is comprised of two aspects: (i) a pure “gauge symmetry” part
which is in fact a mere redundancy and can be removed from the theory by gauge fixing, and (ii) a
global symmetry sub-group, which is a real symmetry, but is not optional, it is required as the only
consistent way to have interacting massless spin 1 particles that obey the underlying principles [24].
Furthermore, the U(1)B−L follows as an accidental symmetry. Finally, any symmetry that can be
broken is broken: this includes chiral symmetry, C, CP, scale invariance, etc.
Now it is well known that quantum gravity is thought to forbid exact global symmetries [25–27],
while allowing for approximate global symmetries; but this is a relatively mild statement. The more
interesting issue is the significance and accuracy of approximate global symmetries. Consider the
following: while it would have been technically natural for all the fermions in the Standard Model
to be extremely light, as the theory would acquire an approximate chiral symmetry in this regime,
it did not do this; the top quark’s Yukawa coupling is O(1), while the up and down quark masses
may be light due to environmental effects [28]. In summary, there is no current evidence of nature
choosing even approximate global symmetries as a principle.
Guided by this, we will not impose any unessential (even approximate) global symmetries in
the dark sector either. We begin a systematic exploration into the consequences of this. So if a
particle, such as a scalar or fermion, is allowed to have a huge mass near some fundamental scale,
like the GUT or Planck scale, then we will give it such a huge mass. If a particle can decay due
to some Lorentz invariant operator, then we will include such an operator. We will not ignore
these possibilities by appealing to unessential new global symmetries to prevent these problems
(also see Refs. [29–31]), only accidental symmetries may emerge. Instead we will hunt for models
that lead to acceptable dark matter models, while being entirely natural and having no unneeded
features; we only demand that Lorentz invariance (which could itself be conceivably derivable [32])
and quantum mechanics are obeyed. We will find that these simple criteria are already powerfully
constraining, limiting the initially vast space of possibilities to a narrow few. Our main findings
are summarized in Table 1.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give an overview of the spins of particles we
will consider. In Section 3 we begin with singlet scalars and fermions, showing that they invariably
decay. In Section 4 we discuss dark and visible sector production after inflation. In Section 5 we
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Theory Particles Mass Consequences
Singlet Fermions Massive fermions mD Huge mass; rapid decay
Singlet Scalars Massive scalars mϕ Huge mass; rapid decay
SU(Nd) Glueballs ∼ Λ Overabundance
(3→ 2) Too hot
U(1)+Matter Dark photons 0 Photon mixing
Charged matter md Huge mass; overabundance
SU(Nd)+Matter Glueballs ∼ Λ Overabundance
Dark baryons ∼ Λ, Ndmd Huge mass allowed
SU(Nd)× U(1), nd = 2 Dark photons ∼ e′Λ Photon mixing
Dark pions ∼ e′ Λ
Dark baryons ∼ Λ
SU(Nd)× SU(2), Ng ≥ 1 Dark leptons 0 (Possible) shift in Neff
W 1,2,3 ∼ gΛ
Dark baryons ∼ Λ
4N2g − 4 pions 0
SM w/o Higgs, Ng ≥ 1 Dark photons 0 Photon mixing
Charged leptons 0 Massless charged particles
W±, Z ∼ gΛ (Possible) shift in Neff
Dark neutron ∼ Λ
Dark proton ∼ (1 + α′)Λ
2N2g − 2 neutral pions 0
2N2g − 2 charged pions ∼ e′ Λ
Table 1: Table of dark matter models and their properties that we discuss in this paper (nd is
number of Weyl fermions, Ng is number of generations), including estimates of natural masses in
terms of the strong coupling scale Λ, and some of their (potentially problematic) consequences.
The second to last model is arguably the most natural (with minimal choice Nd = 3, Ng = 1.)
For simplicity, we have suppressed the dependence on Nd, Ng in our simple scaling estimates for
dynamically generated masses.
discuss the case of pure Yang-Mills. In Section 6 we discuss matter with abelian charges. In Section
7 we develop much more promising models that involve chiral matter and confinement. In Section
8 we analyze a particular model involving SU(3)×SU(2) with one generation of chiral quarks and
leptons in more detail. In Section 9 we compute constraints from big bang nucleosynthesis. Finally,
in Section 10 we conclude.
2 Overview of Spins
In this work we will restrict our attention to models that can be described in terms of light degrees
of freedom. We will therefore not study macroscopic objects, such as primordial black holes, which
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have been studied elsewhere. Furthermore, we will focus on models that are described by an
effective field theory that has a cutoff well above the mass of the dark matter particle(s). The rules
of relativity and quantum mechanics then leave only 5 possibilities for the spin of the particles
s = 0, 12 , 1,
3
2 , 2, since it is thought there is no consistent effective field theory of particles of spin
s > 2 with a high cutoff. Furthermore, we know s = 2 is the graviton, which is definitely not the
dark matter (we assume a massless graviton here). Also the case s = 32 requires the introduction
of supergravity, which is an interesting possibility, but we will not pursue this subject here (in any
case, one would need to explain why it has a relatively low breaking scale for it to be relevant here).
So our focus here will be on the only remaining possibilities for the spins of particles in the dark
sector, namely
s = 0,
1
2
, 1. (2.1)
We systematically study all reasonable combinations of these degrees of freedom in the coming
sections of this paper. A very brief summary of our primary findings is presented in Table 1.
3 Spin s = 0 or s = 12
We begin with a discussion of particles that are gauge singlets, before moving onto the more
interesting case of charged particles.
3.1 Scalars
Let us begin with a discussion of a set of singlet scalars, that we denote ϕI . Its Lagrangian takes
the form (units ~ = c = 1, signature +−−−)
∆L = 1
2
(∂ϕI)
2 − 1
2
m2Iϕ
2
I + . . . , (3.1)
where the dots represent interactions. If we do not introduce any further internal symmetry,
then it is well known that the scalar masses mI are left unprotected from interactions. Generic
interactions among the scalars themselves, or with other particles, will ordinarily lead to the masses
mI becoming very large. A natural value would be towards the GUT scale, or even higher. Since we
are searching for models that do not exhibit any fine-tuning, then we are led to assume that indeed
mI is very large. The usual way out of this is to endow the scalars with a global (approximate)
symmetry. Namely, a shift symmetry ϕI → ϕI + ϕ0, where ϕ0 is some constant. This forbids a
mass term at all orders in perturbation theory. One may then endow ϕI with a mass by appealing
to non-perturbative effects that may break the shift symmetry, leading to a small non-zero mass
for ϕI . This in fact is the situation for axions, which are pseudoscalars associated with some
spontaneously broken PQ symmetry [33–35]. Having a non-perturbative origin, such a mass is
therefore naturally exponentially small. Such light (but not massless) scalars are interesting dark
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matter candidates, and indeed there is a large literature on this possibility (e.g., see Refs. [36–40]).
However, this construction explicitly appeals to the existence of some new global (PQ) symmetry,
which is something we are not exploring in this paper; our philosophy is to only impose relativity
and quantum mechanics and nothing else. From the low energy point of view, such a PQ symmetry
is arbitrary and is not required by any theoretical consistency arguments. Nevertheless, there are
good reasons to think that axions may exist. In the context of string theory, there are string-axions
associated with cycles of the compact dimensions. In some contexts, the associated PQ symmetry
is in some sense a 4-dimensional relic of the higher dimensional space-time symmetry. On the
other hand, achieving sufficient PQ accuracy for the QCD-axion is known to require special model
building in the context of quantum gravity [41].
In any case, we shall not explore that further here. Instead we will focus on theories whose
structure is entirely understood within the framework of the low energy effective theory. Hence, we
will not introduce any additional arbitrary symmetries, leaving the scalars naturally very heavy.
Since these scalars are naturally very heavy in our framework, their stability is a serious issue.
For example, one can readily couple such particles to the Higgs H and other particles in the
Standard Model such as the photon Fµν , as follows
∆L =
∑
I
ϕI
(
µI H
†H + γI(FµνFµν + FµνF˜µν)
)
+ . . . , (3.2)
(the last term is for the case in which ϕI is a pseudoscalar). This will lead to rapid decay of the
scalars, with decay rates Γ ∼ µ2I/mI or Γ ∼ m3I/γ2I , unless we assume that the couplings µI , γI
are exceedingly small, or we assume that the scalar mass is tiny, which is not in accord with our
overarching philosophy here. This means that ϕI cannot be a dark matter candidate. The usual
idea in the literature to avoid this rapid decay is to appeal to another type of symmetry: a discrete
Z2 symmetry, namely ϕI → −ϕI (or similar) [42, 43]. This symmetry forbids such operators and
provides stability of the scalars. However, again we are only interested in relativity and quantum
mechanics, so we do not introduce such an ad hoc symmetry. Instead, a consistent way to avoid
these operators is to minimally couple such scalars to some spin 1 particles. We will explore this
later in Section 6.
3.2 Fermions
Another important scenario for the dark matter is that of singlet fermions. This exhibits some
similar behavior to that of scalars, with some technical differences that we now describe. For a set
of fermions fI , the Lagrangian is
∆L =
∑
I
(
if¯Iγ
µ∂µfI −mI f¯IfI
)
+ . . . , (3.3)
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for Dirac fermions, or similar for Majorana, where again the dots represent interactions. As is
well known, unlike the case of scalars above, the mass here is protected against interactions due
to an emergent chiral symmetry in the limit mI → 0. For this reason it is technically natural for
the masses of fermions to be small. However, again we have no evidence that nature selects this
(approximate) chiral symmetry. So we will not appeal to this unneeded symmetry, and instead
assume the fermions are heavy; with a mass towards to the GUT scale, or so.
With large masses, there is again a potential problem with stability. Since the fermion is a
gauge singlet, there is nothing preventing it from coupling to the Standard Model Higgs H and
lepton doublets Li as follows
∆L =
∑
I,i
yiI H L¯i fI + h.c., (3.4)
effectively rendering it a type of sterile neutrino. Because of this coupling, the dark matter particle
may now decay. In the most natural scenario, this singlet fermion should be very heavy and
therefore this process allows for a tree-level decay of f into Higgs and leptons, followed by later
decays into lighter particles. A rough estimate of this decay is Γ ∼ y2iI mI , which ensures that it
will decay rapidly, unless the yiI are extraordinarily small.
For completeness we can also consider a less natural scenario, in which the fermions are suffi-
ciently light that their decay into Higgs and leptons is not kinematically allowed on-shell. In this
case, it is useful to expand the Higgs around its vev, which reveals that the new singlet fermion
mixes with neutrinos. So it can oscillate into a neutrino and then through loop diagrams decay into
a neutrino and photon. The rate for this process was estimated in Ref. [44] to be Γ ∼ y2iI m5I/M4W .
For O(1) Yukawa couplings, this can only live longer than the present age of the universe for
MI . 300 eV. This motivates many sterile neutrino dark matter models. However, this type of
model will not be our focus, since it appeals to an extremely good chiral symmetry that is not
demanded by any known fundamental principles.
4 Dark vs Visible Sector Production
The above singlet models naturally lead to rapidly decaying particles, and so cannot be the dark
matter. In the coming sections we will find stable dark matter candidates when one or more spin 1
particles are included (plus other particles). The crucial issue then is their abundance. To address
this we need to specify its production mechanism, which we discuss briefly here.
4.1 Coupling to Inflaton
Our expectation is that the dark matter particle couples to all particles, with interactions only
restricted by relativity and quantum mechanics. In particular, there is no reason to expect that it
will not couple to the inflaton φ. Once these couplings are postulated, a thermal history follows that
8
Figure 1: Some of the important processes during reheating. The solid lines are the inflaton, the
dotted lines are the Standard Model Higgs, and the wiggly lines are a spin 1 particle.
sets the abundance of each sector (also see Refs. [45–47]). It is this basic reasoning that allows us
to use naturalness to heavily constrain many dark matter models. However, the precise dynamics
involves a variety of processes, and so we will need to compare them all to arrive at the actual
thermal history.
As mentioned above, we will always have at least one spin 1 particle in the dark sector. For
purposes of illustration, it suffices to focus on one (unconfined) dark spin 1 particle that the inflaton
couples to. We expect the inflaton to be a gauge singlet, nevertheless it can couple to the dark
sector gauge field X through its kinetic term Xµν via a dimension 5 operator. Later we will study
chiral fermions, whose kinetic term can couple to the inflaton as well, leading to a similar analysis.
If the inflaton is a real scalar, we also expect it to couple to the Standard Model Higgs h (with
associated doublet H) through renormalizable operators. Lets write the Lagrangian as
∆L = φ
M
(XµνX
µν +XµνX˜
µν)− λφ2H†H + µφH†H + φ
M¯
FµνF˜
µν + ..., (4.1)
We are also allowing for the possibility that the inflaton is a pseudoscalar, which forbids the φH†H
term, but allows the 2nd, 3rd, and 5th terms. These interactions will lead to the processes depicted
in Fig. 1. Naturalness places bounds on the values of the couplings, as loops involving internal
Higgs fields renormalize the mass of the inflaton through logarithmic running, potentially spoiling
inflation. For simple inflation models (e.g., m2φφ
2 chaotic inflation), these bounds are λ . 10−5
and µ . mφ, where mφ is the inflaton mass. A potentially even tighter naturalness bound can
be applied to λ, namely λΛ2UV /(4pi)
2 < m2φ, where ΛUV is the UV cutoff of the theory. These
requirements on λ and µ do not seem especially natural, but we are prepared to accept that the
inflationary sector may need to be fine-tuned in order for inflation to persist for a significant number
of e-foldings to obtain a large universe.
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Furthermore, a naturalness bound on the dimension 5 couplingsM , M¯ is Λ4UV /((4pi)
2M2) < m2φ.
Indeed for a consistent effective theory, we expect M to be very large compared to typical particle
mass scales M  mφ, etc, and of course we demand M & ΛUV . In fact we will have in mind that
at most M ∼ MPl, or perhaps an order of magnitude or two smaller. Note that for M  MPl,
preheating into the dark matter sector will generically occur. However, this is not very important
for our analysis, since the dark sector produced through this process will initially redshift like
radiation, and will fail to deplete the inflaton density entirely. In fact after a few e-folds it will
be a subdominant component in the universe, assuming the inflaton is heavy. Then standard
perturbative reheating will occur.
4.2 Inflaton Decay
Now that our expectations for these couplings have been set, the next thing to compute is the
production of the dark matter and visible (Standard Model) sectors through these interactions.
The first diagram in Fig. 1 will lead to a decay rate
Γ(φ→ XX) ∼ m
3
φ
M2
. (4.2)
In the case in which the dark sector is a significant fraction of the energy density of the universe, one
can use Γ ∼ H ∼ (T rehdark)2/MPl to obtain a dark sector reheat temperature of T rehdark ∼ m3/2φ M1/2Pl /M .
This can be compared to the decay into the visible sector’s Higgs, given by the second diagram
in Fig. 1 for real scalar inflaton, or first diagram for pseudoscalar inflaton, which yields
Γ(φ→ hh) ∼ µ
2
mφ
(real), Γ(φ→ hh) ∼ m
3
φ
M¯2
(pseudo). (4.3)
In the case in which the visible sector is a significant fraction of the energy density of the universe,
one can use Γ ∼ H ∼ (T rehvs )2/MPl to obtain a visible sector reheat temperature given by the
expression T rehvs ∼ µ
√
MPl/mφ (real) or T
reh
vs ∼ m3/2φ M1/2Pl /M¯ (pseudo).
Once the inflaton has decayed, the ratio of the energy densities of the dark to visible sectors is
simply the inflaton’s decay branching ratio, which in the above model is
ρdark
ρvs
∼ m
4
φ
M2 µ2
(real),
ρdark
ρvs
∼ M¯
2
M2
(pseudo). (4.4)
For real scalar inflaton, if we take µ towards its maximum natural value of µ ∼ mφ, and recall
that M  mφ for a consistent effective theory, then this is a relatively small abundance in the
dark sector. While for pseudoscalar inflaton, they may be comparable. However, we will find that
further interactions may be important (especially in the real scalar case) and can significantly alter
the relative abundance.
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4.3 Inflaton Mediation
Without any direct renormalizable couplings between the two sectors (this will be relevant to
some later models, whose charge assignments will forbid this), the only clear way for there to be
significant interactions between the two sectors is if it is mediated by inflaton exchange. This is
only significant in the real scalar inflaton case, which we focus on here. The cross section for this
process is given through the third diagram of Fig. 1 to be
σ(hh↔ XX) ∼

µ2
M2 T 2
, mφ  T
µ2 T 2
M2m4φ
, mφ  T , (4.5)
where we assume that the Higgs is relativistic (and X is massless) at these high temperatures. This
leads to an annihilation rate, relative to Hubble H, of
Γ(hh↔ XX)
H
∼

µ2MPl
M2T
, mφ  T
µ2MPlT
3
M2m4φ
, mφ  T . (4.6)
This peaks at the crossover temperature T ∼ mφ to be Γ(hh ↔ XX)/H ∼ µ2MPl/(M2mφ). If
we take µ to be its upper value of mφ, then in order for this ratio to be larger than 1, we need
M <
√
mφMPl. Naively we might expect M ∼ MPl, so this condition would not be satisfied.
But lower values of M are possible, so this condition might be satisfied (but it is very unlikely to
be satisfied in pseudoscalar case). If so, then the two sectors would thermalize with one another,
giving Tdark = Tvs, until they later decouple.
4.4 Inflaton Annihilation
If, on the other hand, M >
√
mφMPl then the two sectors will not thermalize with one another,
but it is still possible for the inflaton to become thermalized with the Standard Model through the
fourth (pseudo) and fifth (real) diagrams of Fig. 1. This rate is given by
Γ(φφ↔ hh)
H
∼

µ4Mpl
T 5
(real) λ
2MPl
T (pseudo) mφ  T
µ4m
3/2
φ Mpl
T 13/2
e−mφ/T (real)
λ2m
3/2
φ Mpl
T 5/2
e−mφ/T (pseudo) mφ  T
. (4.7)
For real scalar inflaton, this quantity can easily be large; for T ∼ mφ and µ ∼ mφ, we have
Γ(φφ ↔ hh)/H ∼ MPl/mφ  1. Hence the inflaton and visible sectors will achieve thermal
equilibrium. At this time T ∼ mφ, the energy density for each is ρφ ∼ ρvs ∼ m4φ. While for
pseudoscalar inflaton, the maximum is Γ(φφ↔ hh)/H ∼ λ2MPl/mφ, which is expected to be 1,
since we expect λ . 10−5. So in the pseudoscalar case, equilibrium would not be achieved.
For completeness we include the interaction between inflaton and the dark matter sector given
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by the last diagram in Fig. 1:
Γ(φφ↔ XX)
H
∼

MplT
3
M4
mφ  T
m
3/2
φ MplT
3/2
M4
e−mφ/T mφ  T
. (4.8)
If we take T ∼ mφ, then we have Γ(φφ↔ XX)/H ∼MPlm3φ/M4, which is likely to be small, and
so the dark sector will likely not be in direct thermal contact with the inflaton.
For the real scalar inflaton case, the inflaton gas generated in this way will then decay, creating
a dark sector density at the time of T ∼ mφ of
ρdark
ρφ
∼ Γ(φ→ XX)
H
∼ Mplmφ
M2
. (4.9)
If there are no further number changing processes in the dark sector, then, since the subsequent
evolution of the two matter sectors is essentially analogous, aside from baryogenesis, the final
abundances would be given by
Ωdark
ΩB
∼ Mplmφ
M2
mDM
ηmp
, (4.10)
where mp is the proton mass and η ∼ 10−9 is the baryon-to-photon ratio. For this ratio to reproduce
the observed abundance Ωdark/ΩB ≈ 5, a dark matter mass of
mDM ∼ MeV
(
M
Mpl
)2(1013GeV
mφ
)
(4.11)
would be required. This is a very light dark matter mass, which will have a correspondingly large
cross section. In any case, our focus is not on such unnaturally small masses. Therefore, the
assumption of no further number changing processes in the dark sector needs to be reanalyzed. In
fact in the coming sections, we will explore these issues in detail.
4.5 Parameterization
Given the above possibilities, let us parameterize the ratio of the temperature of the visible sector
Tvs and the temperature of dark sector Tdark just after reheating has occurred in each sector as
Tdark = ξ Tvs. (4.12)
The value of ξ is determined by the following three basic scenarios:
• The two sectors were essentially always decoupled and never thermalized with one another.
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Instead their production is basically just given by the inflaton decays branching ratio, i.e.,
ρdark
ρvs
=
Γ(φ→ DS)
Γ(φ→ VS) , (4.13)
(where “DS” means dark sector and “VS” means visible sector). We then use ρ ∼ g T 4 (where
g is the number of degrees of freedom), to obtain the ratio of temperatures as
ξ =
(
gvs Γ(φ→ DS)
gdark Γ(φ→ VS)
)1/4
. (4.14)
• The two sectors have some significant coupling to each other (whether it is via inflaton
mediation or via other particles) and thermalized together at early times, leading to
ξ = 1. (4.15)
• The inflaton thermalizes with the visible sector, but the dark sector remains decoupled, and
is only populated via decays. Then the ratio of temperatures is
ξ ∼
(
MPl Γ(φ→ DS)
m2φ
)1/4
, (4.16)
(where we suppress the dependence on the number of degrees of freedom here for simplicity).
Together, these scenarios potentially allow any ξ. However, ξ  1 is arguably preferred because if
the inflaton is a real scalar it can decay directly to Standard Model Higgs via the above dimension
3 operator φH†H, while in some classes of models there are no such renormalizable operators in
the hidden sector. While ξ ∼ 1 may be natural if the inflaton is a pseudoscalar, as it then may
decay through dimension 5 operators in either sector more democratically. We note that the late
time ratio of temperatures can be moderately different from this; see Section 9 for more details.
5 Spin s = 1
Since the earlier models involving only gauge singlet particles in the dark sector failed to give the
observed relic abundance, due to rapid decays, we now study the case of a dark sector with spin 1
particles. As a starting point, we consider a single gauge group, before considering multiple gauge
groups in later sections.
The case in which scalars are charged under the gauge group will be addressed in the next
section. If the gauge group is SU(Nd), for Nd > 2, then any fermion coupled to this gauge group
will be of the Dirac type to enforce anomaly cancellation, and so there will be no chiral symmetry
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forbidding a large mass term1. Similar logic may be applied to the case of SU(2) (and Sp(Nd)),
which requires there to be an even number of fermions [49].
For the abelian theory, the particles are simply massless dark photons, and evidently cannot be
the dark matter. Furthermore, we are not interested in endowing the spin 1 particles with a mass,
because then naturalness allows us to put the mass at a high scale, rendering them irrelevant (in
addition to the issue of needing a UV completion).
So our focus is on massless spin 1 associated with a non-abelian gauge group. We expect it to
become strongly coupled in the infrared. The lightest bound states of the theory will be entirely
determined by pure Yang-Mills theory, and the (heavy) fermion content can be ignored. The
corresponding bound states are dark glueballs. There are generic problems with overproduction of
these states [50], which we will go through below. First, however, we quote a generic bound [51],
that glueballs are unstable to decay into two gravitons, with lifetime
tglue ∼ 1010 yrs
(
107 GeV
mglue
)5
. (5.1)
So for mglue  107 GeV (which will be quite reasonable), they are sufficiently stable to act as dark
matter candidates.
5.1 Glueball Mass and Abundance
It is possible to estimate the mass of glueballs, as mglue ∼ Λ, where Λ is the strong coupling scale
of the dark gauge group (in the case of SU(3), a more precise estimate is mglue ≈ 7 Λ). We can
determine the strong coupling scale Λ by dimensional transmutation. The running of the gauge
coupling αd in the dark sector will be given by the standard formula [52] to the two loop level:
dαd
d lnµ
= −b1α2 − b2α3, (5.2)
where the coefficients b1 and b2 are
b1 =
1
2pi
(
11
3
Nd − 2
3
nd
)
, b2 =
1
8pi2
(
34
3
N2d −
20
3
Nd − N
2
d − 1
Nd
nd
)
, (5.3)
with Nd the number of colors and nd is the number of fermions.
If the coupling is given by αUV at some fundamental scale ΛUV , such as ΛUV = MGUT , ΛUV =
1This neglects special scenarios such as that which occurs in SU(5), where the 5 representation can cancel the
1¯0 representation of Weyl spinors. It is also circumvented in gauge groups whose representations are manifestly
(pseudo)real, which is actually every orthogonal, symplectic or exceptional gauge group aside from SO(2), SO(4),
Sp(2), Sp(4), and E6 [48].
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Figure 2: The strong coupling scale of the dark sector Λ (defined as the scale when αd = 1) as
a function of the (inverse) coupling at the unification scale αUV for different number of colors
Nd = 2, 3, 4 and nd = 0 (no dark fermions). Left: The unification scale ΛUV is defined as the scale
at which the coupling matches the Standard Model QCD coupling. Right: The unification scale
ΛUV is defined as 10
16 GeV.
Mstring, or ΛUV = MPl, it will attain the strong coupling value αs at the scale
Λ = ΛUV
(
b2/b1 + α
−1
UV
b2/b1 + α
−1
s
)b2/b21
e−1/b1(α
−1
UV −α−1s ). (5.4)
Note that the two loop dependence shows up as a subexponential prefactor, which will alter the
one loop value by no more than about an order of magnitude.
For any particle content in the dark sector, these coefficients can be set, determining the strong
coupling scale Λ (which we define as αs = 1), which in turn dictates the particle masses for many of
the light states in the theory. We would like to determine Λ in terms of the coupling in the context
of grand unification. This allows us to specify Λ in terms of the coupling at the unified scale αUV .
However, we need to make a choice for the unification scale ΛUV = MGUT . There are at least two
ways to specify this: (i) we can define the unification scale as the scale at which αUV matches the
QCD coupling of the Standard Model, (ii) we can simply define ΛUV = 10
16 GeV, which is a typical
value. These two possibilities are given as the left and hand plots of Fig. 2, respectively.
After inflation, the dark gluons will acquire a temperature of Tdark ∼ ξ Tvs (using the param-
eterization of Section 4.5). They will begin as a relativistic gas, then lock up into glueballs at a
temperature Tdark ∼ Λ ∼ mglue. From then on they will redshift like matter, leading to an energy
density today of ρdark ∼ ΛT 3dark. If we compare this to the baryonic matter energy density today
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of ρB ∼ mp η T 3, we obtain a relative abundance of roughly
Ωdark
ΩB
∼ ξ3 Λ
ηmp
. (5.5)
So if the two sectors had the same or similar temperatures in the early universe after inflation
(ξ ∼ 1) then the right abundance for dark matter would require an extremely low strong coupling
scale of Λ ∼ ηmp ∼ eV. This would also be a form of hot dark matter and is ruled out. Furthermore,
it is rather peculiar to have such an incredibly tiny strong coupling scale. From Fig. 2 we see that
this does not fit into any usual unification scenario, which suggest that Λ should be much larger
than this. A possible way around this is if ξ were extremely small, for example from the inflaton
decaying very slowly into this hidden sector relative to the visible sector. However, such a tiny
decay rate seems unusual. From the naturalness arguments of Section 4.4, a somewhat small ξ,
leading to a needed dark mass of ∼MeV may be plausible (and we have included this for reference
in Fig. 2). Even this is still a very low strong coupling scale, however.
This picture will be altered substantially if number changing interactions are taken into account
[53, 54], including for example 3 → 2 processes. In this case, the abundance becomes reduced
compared to the above estimates [55]. However, such models often make use of light Dirac fermions
[56], that are unnatural from our more fundamental starting point. In any case, such 3 → 2
processes continually produce semi-relativistic particles and hence the dark matter is warm [57].
Such models are ruled out by their smoothing out of small scale structure. Attempts to circumvent
this serious problem include adding additional light states or coupling to the Standard Model.
However, we are not aware of any model that achieves this within the natural framework we are
working.
5.2 Self-Interaction in Galaxies
Note that this scale for the dark glueball sector would lead to a very large cross section [51]; the
cross section for 2→ 2 scattering is given by
σ ∼ 1
N4d m
2
glue
. (5.6)
If one wishes to have a model of self interacting dark matter that is consistent with galactic
observations, the cross section should in fact be
σ
m
. (0.1− 10) cm2/g ∼ (0.1− 10) 1
(60 MeV)3
. (5.7)
Beyond this value, there would be noticeable disruption of galaxy collisions [58,59] and halo char-
acteristics; while if it is of order this value, it may plausibly be an improved fit to the data. If we
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consider the mass mglue ∼MeV, then we obtain a cross section orders of magnitude larger than
this galactic bound, which is definitively ruled out by observation.
6 Spin s = 0 and s = 1
Since the above models involving pure spin 0 or pure spin 1/2 (both leading to rapid decays) or
pure spin 1 (leading to overabundance) have only shown limited success, in the remaining sections
we analyze what happens if we combine these spins.
We first consider the case of a charged scalar ϕ. As we are not appealing to any approximate
global symmetries, we take the scalar to be very heavy. Then if the gauge is non-abelian then
the lightest states are all determined by the strong coupling scale of the theory, as detailed in the
previous section, and the heavy scalar is irrelevant.
6.1 U(1)
Hence, the only new case to consider is that in which the gauge group is abelian, and hence it does
not lead to confinement or the production of any analog of glueballs. The corresponding Lagrangian
is well known
L = −1
4
F ′µνF
µν′ + |∂µϕ+ ie′A′µϕ|2 −m2ϕ|ϕ|2 + . . . . (6.1)
The charge e′ ensures that such scalars are stable against decay into Standard Model Higgs, etc, as
it could in the case of the gauge singlet, and so could potentially play the role of dark matter [60].
It is possible the scalar is so heavy that it is unable to be produced directly during reheating, in
which case its primordial abundance could be negligible (excepting the interesting possibility of
freeze-in [61]). On the other hand, suppose the scalar mass mϕ is large, in accord with naturalness,
but not so large that in cannot be produced during reheating after inflation; for example, its mass
may be mϕ ∼ 1013 GeV or so. If these particles thermalize, they can then undergo annihilations
into dark photons, with a cross section (also see Ref. [62])
σ(ϕϕ↔ γ′γ′) ∼ α
′2
m2ϕ
. (6.2)
This cross section is extremely small and hence it will cause this process to stop very early, leading
to a potentially large relic abundance. If we parameterize the dark sector temperature in the usual
way as Tdark = ξ Tvs, and assuming it began relativistically, before red-shifting, annihilating, and
freezing out, the relic abundance of mϕ is roughly Ωdark ∼ ξ m2ϕ/α′2/TeV2. Since scalar masses
mϕ are naturally large, this relic abundance is huge, unless the dark sector is extremely cold with
a minuscule value of ξ.
In these models with scalars charged under a dark U(1), there is nothing forbidding direct
couplings to the Standard Model photon and Higgs (sometimes called “Higgs portal” [63, 64]) via
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the dimension 4 operators
∆L =  F ′µνFµν − λ¯ |ϕ|2H†H. (6.3)
Unless  and λ¯ are unreasonably small, this will typically lead to thermalization between the two
sectors in the early universe, giving ξ = 1. This inevitably leads to a huge over abundance.
7 Spin s = 12 and s = 1
Altogether, the above scalar model is not very promising due to the large scalar mass. In this
coming sections, we will make use of chiral fermions to provide massless matter content (before
confinement) to improve the situation. If the fermions are non-chiral then a Dirac mass term is
allowed, and so the fermions would be taken to be very heavy. This would lead to a very similar
analysis to the previous section, and will not be repeated here.
Furthermore, we are forced to extend the theory to include multiple gauge groups, so that an
initial overabundance of dark matter will partially annihilate into lighter degrees of freedom that
will then redshift away, as occurs in the usual freeze-out mechanism.
7.1 SU(Nd)× U(1)
The first possibility is to introduce a dark U(1) alongside the earlier SU(Nd), but there are some
immediate obstacles to this scenario that must be overcome.
The cancellation of the pure SU(Nd) anomaly still demands that fermions should come in pairs,
as above. The distinction here is that they may in some circumstances have different charges, which
prevents a gauge-invariant mass term from being added to the Lagrangian. The charges are not
entirely free, however: anomaly cancellation enforces two additional conditions on the charges of
the particles present: ∑
i
qi =
∑
i
q3i = 0. (7.1)
For a single species (nd = 1), the only solution to these two equations is q1 = q2, so that the two
Weyl fermions assemble into a Dirac fermion and hence a large mass term is allowed.
An interesting setup arises when two species (nd = 2) are present, though. As developed in
Refs. [65,66], there are now two branches of solutions to the anomaly cancellation conditions. The
particle content may either be the trivial Dirac fermions, (2, q1) + (2¯,−q1) + (2, q2) + (2¯,−q2),
or, the nontrivial (2, q1) + (2¯,−q2) + (2,−q1) + (2¯, q2). In this latter case no mass term may be
written for the fermions for certain choices of charges qi. On the other hand masses are generated
for particles dynamically. There was found to be a possible dark matter candidate as either the
associated dark pion (with mass ∼ e′ Λ) or dark baryon (with mass ∼ Λ). The dark condensate
that develops carries nonzero dark charge, giving rise to a mass for the dark photon (∼ √Nd e′Λ).
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Due to the presence of a dark U(1), there is anticipated to be mixing between the Standard
Model photon and dark photon, with the form of Eq. (6.3), as discussed at the end of the last
section. The bounds on the mixing parameter  are normally very tight. However, since the dark
photon is massive in this theory, the bounds on the kinetic mixing are somewhat relaxed [56]. As
elucidated in [65] can be
 ∼ 10−3 for mγ′ ∼ 10− 100 MeV. (7.2)
This is not an extreme tuning, but does defy the idea of all parameters being O(1) that we are
ultimately searching for to be truly natural. We will solve this problem in the next section.
Due to the mixing, it is anticipated that the two sectors thermalize with one another in the
early universe. Then the relic abundance of dark matter can be determined by the usual freeze-out
calculation, whose details will be laid out in more detail in the next Section. Generically one needs
a confinement scale Λ that is comparable to ∼TeV, which is plausible in this framework.
For the scenarios where the dark photon does not acquire a mass, the bounds on charged dark
matter coming from the ellipticity of halos is [60]
md & 105α2/3d GeV. (7.3)
However, most important is that there will then be nothing preventing the kinetic mixing with
the Standard Model U(1). As the bounds on this force the coupling to be unnaturally small, this
destroys the appeal of this theory. Alternatively, we note that in Ref. [67] the U(1) was simply taken
to be the hypercharge of the Standard Model, circumventing the mixing problem but introducing
explicit coupling.
7.2 SU(Nd)× SU(Md)
We turn our attention to SU(Nd)×SU(Md), since a dark non-abelian group will not mix with the
Standard Model hypercharge (the logic of [68]). We wish to include chiral fermions in the spectrum
of the theory as well, so that they may form light states capable of being produced as radiation in
the early universe. This will alleviate the initial overabundance of dark matter.
In these theories, anomaly cancellation severely constrains the allowable particle content. Al-
though mixed anomalies will vanish by the tracelessness of the generators of the special unitary
group, the pure SU(Nd) and SU(Md) anomalies will in general be nonzero. Though there are
some examples of exceptional cancellations that occur, such as using the 5¯ and 10 representations
of SU(5), generically these are few and far between, and all rely on higher representations of the
gauge groups.
An easier way to satisfy the anomaly cancellation condition is if Md = 2, which we will focus
on for the remainder of the paper. In this case, the particle content can be (2, 1) + (2¯, 1) + (2¯,2),
which will satisfy all anomaly constraints. Making the left handed fermions charged under the
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Figure 3: The strong coupling scale of the dark sector Λ (defined as the scale when αd = 1) as
a function of the (inverse) coupling at the unification scale αUV for different number of colors
Nd = 2, 3, 4 and fermions nd = 2, 4. Left: The unification scale ΛUV is defined as the scale at
which the coupling matches the Standard Model QCD coupling. Right: The unification scale ΛUV
is defined as 1016 GeV.
SU(2) has the added benefit of forbidding a mass term, allowing for naturally light fermions, which
we will refer to as dark quarks. Additionally, we have the freedom to add dark leptons to the
theory of the form (1,2), which will be crucial for providing an annihilation channel that induces
the freeze-out mechanism in the dark sector. It remains to determine the low energy spectrum of
this theory. A related theory was considered in [69], however, they included a Higgs to give masses
to the gauge bosons. This model is intrinsically unnatural since there is no reason for the Higgs to
be light. Instead our focus is on completely Higgs-less theories (or, equivalently, theories in which
there is a very heavy Higgs doublet, whose mass is regular and non-tachyonic, and is then irrelevant
at low energies).
The dark leptons, if present, will remain massless. A dark quark condensate will develop,
spontaneously breaking the chiral symmetry. This will in fact remove the SU(2) symmetry, giving
masses to the associated 3 bosons W 1,2,3. In this theory, they will all be degenerate, with masses
mW ∼ g fpi. (7.4)
For Nd ∼ 3, one anticipates the pion decay constant will be fpi ∼ Λ/3, as in the Standard Model
[70]. For a single generation there will not be any additional massless pions from the spontaneous
breaking of chiral symmetry, having all been ‘eaten’ by the W bosons. These massive W bosons
can decay into the massless leptons in the theory. Lastly, there will be dark baryons comprised of
N quarks. There will be significant degeneracy of masses here, so there are no dark quark masses or
dark electromagnetic contributions. So, apart from the massless leptons, the lightest stable states
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are dark analogs of baryons (with no distinction between protons, neutrons, here) with masses
mn ∼ few Λ. (7.5)
If there are Ng generations, the gauge bosons’ masses scale as
√
Ng. Additionally, there will be
4(N2g − 1) massless pions and 2Ng(4N2g − 1)/3 baryons present [1], leading to potentially more
complex dark nuclei than in the visible sector. Pion masses are computed in [71–73]. Dark atoms
and molecules were considered in [74].
A further class of models includes the full gauge group of the Standard Model SU(3)×SU(2)×
U(1), with some number of generations of quarks and leptons, but with no light Higgs (as this is
unnatural) [1, 70]. The spectrum of this theory is summarized in Table 1. The inclusion of the
additional U(1) is, however, problematic, since now the massless leptons carry a dark (abelian)
charge. This means there can be long range forces between these leptons in the late universe, which
is potentially in conflict with observation. In fact the running of the dark α′ is problematic, as it
runs to zero in the infrared, rendering the theory technically trivial. For these reasons, we do not
pursue this model further here, and instead we focus on the case in which there is no U(1), and
only SU(Nd)× SU(2). The special case of Nd = 3 will be analyzed in greater detail next.
8 Dark SU(3)× SU(2) with 1 Generation of Quarks and Leptons
Here we perform the relic abundance calculation for the SU(3)×SU(2) model, with 1 generation of
dark quarks (chiral, charged under SU(2), and charged under SU(3)), 1 generation of dark leptons
(chiral, charged under SU(2), singlet under SU(3)), and no scalars (no Higgs).
After reheating, this dark sector is taken to have temperature Tdark, and all the degrees of
freedom are unconfined and relativistic. At some lower temperature, the coupling of the dark
SU(3) will become strong. In this model, the number of species of dark quarks are nd = 2 (as they
form a doublet under SU(2)), and this strong coupling scale Λ can be read off from the green curve
of Fig. 3. For temperatures around Tdark ∼ Λ, dark baryons will form; which in this model are dark
analogs of protons and neutrons. For Tdark  Λ the dark baryons will become non-relativistic, and
annihilate into lighter particles, depleting their abundance, but eventually freezing out and leaving
a relic abundance (of dark baryons and anti-baryons).
In particular, there will be the s-channel annihilation process into two leptons, as well as t and
u channel processes into gauge bosons. The baryon-baryon annihilation cross section is generically
impossible to compute directly, as it suffers from strong coupling. The naive computation into two
gauge bosons would have the cross section scale as σ ∼ g4/m2n. However, this is not the dominant
process, as the probability to produce as many gauge bosons as kinematically possible would be
the most likely outcome [75]. A standard estimation of the partial wave cross section, tracing its
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origins back to Ref. [76], is [77]
σlv ≈ 4pi(2`+ 1)
vm2n
. (8.1)
Additionally, the 2→ 2 cross section was computed in [78], and the dependence on the gauge group
used was found to be
σ ∝ N
4
d
(Nd + 1)2
. (8.2)
In these models the baryon number is stable due to an accidental symmetry as in the Standard
Model. Furthermore, since there is only 1 generation of dark quarks and leptons there is no CKM
matrix; no baryon asymmetry. Instead the relic abundance is from a symmetric abundance of
left over dark baryons and anti-baryons after annihilations freeze-out. Ref. [30] emphasize the
appearance of accidental symmetries in related contexts, including an SU(5) grand unified theory.
As explored in [79], if dark nuclei are produced during the course of the evolution of the universe,
the abundance may be altered, but we do not consider this effect here.
At any rate, the annihilation cross section of a dark baryon with anti-baryon into final state
dark leptons at low velocities is
〈σv〉 = χ
m2n
∑
final
|M(s = 4m2n, t = m2n)|2, (8.3)
where χ is an O(1) prefactor and the sum is over all final state leptons (it can go into intermediate
dark W bosons, which then decay into dark leptons). This can then be used in the relevant
Boltzmann equations that determine the abundances
dun
dt
= −3Hun − 〈σv〉
(
u2n − ueqn 2
)
. (8.4)
Here un represents the total number density of dark baryons and u
eq
n its thermal equilibrium value.
We may define the comoving abundance as Yeq = x
2K2(x), where Y is number over entropy and
x ≡ Tdark/mn. Since the temperature of the dark sector may be different than the visible sector
at the time of annihilations, as Tdark = ξ¯ T (where ξ¯ may be mildly different than ξ the ratio
right after reheating), we need to be careful. One simple way to account for this is to also define
m ≡ mn/ξ¯. Then the Boltzmann factor that appears in ueqn ∝ exp(−mn/Tdark), when written in
terms of m and T , looks canonical ∝ exp(−m/T ). We can also estimate the time of freeze-out as
H(m) ∼ m2/Mpl.
At early times un ≈ ueqn , but at late times, the first term of the right hand side of the Boltzmann
equation dominates, and the final abundance is approximately Y∞ = x0/(mMpl〈σv〉), where x0 ≈ 20
is determined by the time at which the dark matter leaves thermal equilibrium. The relic abundance
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is related to this quantity by Ωdark = mn Y (∞)/Eo, with Eo ∼ 3 eV, giving the result
Ωdark ≈ ξ¯ 0.26
(18 TeV)2〈σv〉 , (8.5)
(we are suppressing a mild logarithmic dependence on the number of degrees of freedom of dark
baryons here). The factor of ξ¯ comes from reinstating the proper mass; it accounts for the possibility
of different primordial temperatures in the two sectors (see also Ref. [45]). Since the presence of
dark leptons does not affect the dark matter abundance, this formula holds for any dark matter
particle produced by freeze-out from 2→ 2 interactions. We note that, unlike the glueball models
we discussed earlier which can heat up due to 3 → 2 annihilations, that process is forbidden here
due to the conserved baryon number.
As in [67], if the cross section is scaled from QCD, the correct abundance is produced if mn ∼
150 TeV/
√
ξ¯. This corresponds to a strong coupling scale Λ roughly 3 times smaller than this,
Λ ∼ 50 TeV/
√
ξ¯, (8.6)
for the correct relic abundance. By turning to Fig. 3, with Nd = 3 and nd = 2 (green curve), we see
that this is very reasonable. For any ξ¯ that is not incredibly small (in fact ξ¯ ∼ 0.1 may be expected
from a real scalar inflaton; see comments in next section), this corresponds to a unification value for
αUV that is beautifully consistent with ideas on grand unification αUV ∼ 1/35 (some other choices
of Nd and nd are promising too). We consider this to be an impressive success of the model.
9 Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
Recall that in the above construction the relic abundance of dark baryons are produced by annihi-
lation into massless dark leptons. This is a form of so-called dark radiation in the universe. Care
must be taken to not spoil the predictions of the early universe by adding additional degrees of
freedom during big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN).
The fraction of energy that winds up in dark leptons can be computed by considering the degrees
of freedom in each sector, both before and after the major phase transitions that take place. At
sufficiently early times, just after reheating, we parameterize the ratio of temperatures in the two
sectors as we did in Section 4.5 as Tdark = ξ Tvs, where ξ = 1 if the two sectors begin in thermal
equilibrium with each other, and ξ 6= 1 otherwise. In either case, since the above model does
not have renormalizable couplings with the Standard Model, it will decouple from the Standard
Model well before confinement of either of the two sectors. Our goal is to then compute the ratio
of temperatures of the two sectors at the time of big bang nucleosynthesis and to determine the
corresponding change in the effective number of neutrino species.
Let us also allow for the possibility that in the visible sector there are more degrees of freedom
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than just that of the pure Standard Model gSM = 106.75. We write the total number of degrees of
freedom in visible sector as
gvs = γ gSM , (9.1)
with γ = 1 if the visible sector is purely the Standard Model and γ > 1 if there are other particles;
these other particles can be new heavy degrees of freedom that directly couple to the Standard
Model, such as heavy scalars that couple to the Higgs via φH†H or φ2H†H interactions. If such
particles are heavy then they would easily have escaped current detection, but could have been
produced in the early universe during reheating.
Since entropy is conserved independently in each of the two sectors after they decouple from
one another, we can write:
a3∗gSM∗T
3
ν = a
3gvsT
3
vs, a
3
∗gdark∗T
3
dark∗ = a
3gdarkT
3
dark, (9.2)
where Tν is the neutrino temperature after the visible sector has annihilated into just γ, e
−, e+, ν,
with degrees of freedom gSM∗ = 2 + 78(2 + 2 + 6) = 10.75, and Tdark∗ is the temperature after the
dark sector has undergone confinement. Using the above equations we have
Tdark∗ =
ξ
γ1/3
(
gdark gSM∗
gdark∗ gSM
)1/3
Tν . (9.3)
Then we use the fact the contribution to the energy density is ∆ρ ∼ N˜dark T 4, where N˜dark is the
number of light fermionic species in the dark sector. This gives the following contribution to the
number of effective neutrino species
∆Neff =
ξ4
γ4/3
N˜dark
(
gdark gSM∗
gdark∗ gSM
)4/3
. (9.4)
In the model of the previous section, with SU(3)×SU(2) and 1 generation of quarks and leptons,
we have gdark = 46.5. After confinement the only light degrees of freedom are a lepton doublet,
giving gdark∗ = 3.5 and N˜dark = 2. Inserting this into the above formula, we have a correction in
the number of effective neutrino species during BBN of
∆Neff ≈ 2.9 ξ
4
γ4/3
. (9.5)
The current observational bound is ∆Neff . 0.3 (95% confidence) [80], and this will be improved
significantly in upcoming measurements. In order to satisfy this bound we have two basic scenarios:
(i) ξ = 1 for which we need a large number of heavy degrees of freedom in the visible sector; γ & 6,
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(ii) γ = 1 and the dark sector has a reheat temperature lower than that of the Standard Model;
ξ . 0.6. (9.6)
In this framework, with no renormalizable couplings to the dark sector allowed, but renormalizable
couplings to the Standard Model Higgs allowed (unless the inflaton is a pseudoscalar), the third
scenario outlined in Section 4.5 is the most natural. If we push the dimension 5 coupling constant
M to the Planck scale M ∼ MPl, we have ξ ∼ (mφ/MPl)1/4, giving ξ ∼ 0.1 in simple inflation
models. This nicely satisfies the above observational bound. If the inflaton is a pseudoscalar,
then the first scenario outlined in Section 4.5 is the most natural, so comparable temperatures are
reasonable, and so while it is not guaranteed, it may well satisfy the above bound too.
Note that the dark particle content we have used represents the best possible attempt at sat-
isfying these bounds, and that adding additional generations or using larger gauge groups would
only serve to exacerbate the problem as it would increase gdark hence increasing ∆Neff. In this
sense, the framework favors the simplest non-trivial extended sectors. Furthermore, we note that
models that involve mixing with the Standard Model can, in principle, remove new light degrees of
freedom entirely.
Finally, we note that in these models, the scattering cross sections required to achieve the
correct relic abundance are so small that there is no problem in satisfying bullet cluster type
constraints [81, 82] on dark matter scattering. This is to be contrasted with the case of glueballs,
as discussed earlier in Section 5.2.
10 Conclusions
In this work we began an exploration into models of the dark sector that are truly natural: no
small parameters, no fine-tuning, and beyond that, no appeals to any approximate symmetries.
By applying these criteria, we found that many constructions fail to give a reasonable dark matter
model, for instance singlet scalars or fermions would rapidly decay, charged scalars would have a
tiny annihilation cross section leading to overabundance, and similarly pure SU(Nd) models lead
to overabundance of glueballs.
We found that a kind of minimal model in which all the pieces fit together consistently is
a model that involves 11 massless spin 1 particles, organized by gauge groups SU(3) × SU(2),
with a single generation of dark sector quarks and dark sector leptons. These fermions are chiral
and therefore all elementary masses are forbidden; the only masses that are allowed arise from
dimensional transmutation. The β-functions in this model make it entirely reasonable that the
confinement scale occurs around ∼ 50 TeV/
√
ξ¯ (with ξ¯ ∼ 0.1 arguably preferred by naturalness
arguments for real scalar inflatons, or ξ¯ ∼ 1 for pseudoscalar inflatons), leading to a completely
natural “miracle” in the dark sector with the correct relic abundance of dark baryons.
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A potential observational consequence is that there are massless dark leptons in the model, and
so there can be an increase in the effective number of neutrino species Neff during BBN. However,
this problem is avoided by a large number of additional heavy degrees of freedom in the visible
sector, or a moderately lower reheat temperature in the dark sector. Both are entirely plausible
scenarios, especially the latter, since there are no renormalizable couplings between the inflaton
and the dark sector allowed in this construction. Other constructions, with mixing between the
dark sector and visible sector are of interest too, which alters this analysis.
Further work is needed to flesh out the details on related models, with other ingredients, as
well as to compute the relic abundances with greater precision. Since the models involve strong
dynamics, this is a non-trivial step and only order of magnitude estimates have been provided here
(although in the specific case of confining group SU(3), we could scale up the QCD results with
some precision). It would be very interesting to see to what extent these kinds of models may
be embedded in a GUT framework, and/or to elucidate the role of these models within the string
landscape. Furthermore, these models indicate that the effective number of relativistic species
should be at least slightly larger than the Standard Model prediction, however the deviation is
model dependent. It would be very interesting to see whether this value can be pinned down
within these other extended contexts and a sharp prediction for BBN can be made.
Our simple estimates of the post-inflationary era suggest that the temperature of the dark
sector may in fact be appreciably smaller (perhaps a factor of 10 or so) than the visible sector
(unless one considers pseudoscalar inflatons or models with photon mixing, etc). If true, this would
imply that the correction to Neff is essentially unobservable. Also, the simplest models have tiny
scattering cross sections, meaning that they do not lead to any appreciable scattering in the galaxy.
Furthermore, since many of the above classes of models have no renormalizable couplings to the
Standard Model, and yet still produces a beautiful dark matter candidate, it seriously introduces
the possible “nightmare scenario” in which dark matter will remain extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to detect. Although this may seem unfortunate, it is a logically consistent possibility,
and has completely natural embeddings within particle physics as seen here. In this case, new
future search techniques would be appropriate.
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